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Boys enjoy Hockey Tour to Holland

I

t was 26th of August on a cloudy Sunday morning when the Hockey Team
assembled in the entrance to Manchester Airport Terminal One. We were all
wearing our kit except one, of course (Ben Price). We arrived in Amsterdam later
that day and were transferred to the hotel. We familiarised ourselves with the local
area, where we would be situated for the upcoming week, which involved heading
to the beach and having a little wander around Noordwijk, which had a lovely
sandy beach. Sadly, we had no time to watch a top-level game that night and
instead indulged in the local cuisine in the hotel, which on the first night consisted
of what can only be described as fried cardboard and chips! The rest of the
evening was spent unpacking in our rooms or further exploring the town.
A day of hockey was on its way on the Monday and we headed oﬀ to the local
pitch after breakfast. Jamie Hoek led the session, which was diﬀerent to the drills
many of us had been accustomed to in England. In the afternoon, after some
lunch from the local supermarket, we headed out to HC Weesp. With the Under
18s narrowly losing and the Under 16s winning, we felt confident heading back to
the hotel, where a nice dinner of Chicken korma awaited us.
Tuesday loomed, and we headed to Walibi Holland for a whole day at the theme
park. The rides varied from the Ferris Wheel to some wacky and wild
rollercoasters; some coped with the rides better than others as we were to find out
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when we made a diversion to the local pancake house and the

in the shop, where some were desperate to spend over £35 to

pancake didn’t stay down long for some! However, a fun day was

see what the ‘free gift’ would be if we did!

had by all, which enabled us to recover from all of the hockey on
the previous day.
On Wednesday
morning, we
had a session
focused on
distribution.
Afterwards, we
went oﬀ to
R o t t e rd a m t o
play arguably
one of the

The final full day was jam-packed; the morning was spent at

biggest teams in

Tikipool, and in the afternoon, we were oﬀ to HC Ring Pass, the

the Netherlands. I can truly say it was an experience playing here

friendliest of all the teams as they bought a Dominos meal for

and it will be remembered for a long time; although the result was

everyone after the game! Nevertheless, we got a result from a

a heavy defeat and the weather was poor, it was a truly rewarding

tight game and we enjoyed chatting with the opposition

experience.

afterwards (mainly about Fortnite). And so, our final game and

Thursday, and we were oﬀ to Amsterdam. The Rijksmuseum was

week in Holland had come to an end.

the first call of the day, which included some works from Van

The Hockey Tour was a fantastic trip and a brilliant experience. I

Gogh as well as the painting The Night Watch by Rembrandt. This

would like to give a special thank you to Mr. Robson for running it

was followed by a river tour through Amsterdam’s infamous

and for Miss Holroyd and Mr. Briscoe for helping it run so

canals to see sights such as Anne Frank’s house. The Hard Rock

smoothly.

Café beckoned, where we had a rather large meal and ended up
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Bursary Fund Campaign raises millions

T

he Bursary Fund at Bolton School is £5 million richer after
t h e S c h o o l ’s h u g e l y s u c c e s s f u l 1 0 0 C a m p a i g n f o r
Bursaries reached its target, with the monies raised enabling
deserving children from across the region to study for free or at
reduced costs. The fundraising encouraged former pupils and
friends of the School to donate to the campaign, which launched
in April 2015 in honour of the School’s centenary. A hundred
years earlier in 1915, upon creating the Bolton School
Foundation, Lord Leverhulme’s intention was to provide an
excellent education for every child of ability, irrespective of
financial means.
Headmistress of the Girls’ Division, Miss Hincks, said: “Support
for the 100 Campaign has come from right across the School
community, including Old Boys and Old Girls, Charitable Trusts,
current and former parents and other friends of the School, as
well as from our Parents’ Associations, who raised money
through a Family Foundation Festival and two spectacular
School Balls. The funds raised will help us to honour Lord

Mr. Britton, Headmaster of the Boys’ Division, reflected: “Our
means-tested bursaries allow children from families that earn
£20,000 or less to potentially enjoy a free education with us, and
enjoy all of the opportunities that provides. Currently more than
300 pupils – or one in five children attending either the Girls’ or
Boys’ Division Senior School – receive assistance with their fees
and, of these, half have all their fees paid in full. The astonishing
generosity shown by donors during this campaign will prove
transformational in the lives of bright, deserving young people
who wish to study here. This has a positive benefit to both the
School community and also on local and wider society as these
students leave school and make a positive impact in the world.”
Chairman of Governors, Mr. Griﬃths, said: “We are delighted
with the success of this campaign. Our vision for the future is to
be the school that any talented child can come to, regardless of
their parents’ ability to pay the fees. With the continued support
of the School community, we know that this ambitious target will,
one day, become a reality.”

Leverhulme’s founding ethos and build a firm foundation for the
next 100 years in the School’s history.”
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Samba Band
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Samba Band entertain at Bubble Rush

O

n Sunday 16th September, the Samba Band performed
at Bolton Hospice’s Bubble Rush fundraising event at Queen’s
Park. Eight pupils in Years 9-12, joined by Mr. Forgrieve and Mr.
Bleasdale, were delighted to give an energy boost to those
participating in the 5km run, helping to keep the legs pumping
in a carnival atmosphere! They entertained a receptive and
appreciative audience for two hours. The four bubble stations,
where participants were sprayed with coloured foam
by Bubble Commandos, were hugely popular, and there was a
lovely atmosphere throughout the event. It was highly amusing
to see hundreds of smiling faces of all ages emerging from the
bubbles, and great to see the large crowd thoroughly enjoying
themselves, while raising substantial funds for this very worthy
charity.
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Ball’s £10,000 boost to Bursary Fund

M

oney raised at the hugely successful Bolton School Ball has been
donated to the School’s Bursary Fund. The Boys’ and Girls’ Division Parents’
Associations, who organised the sparkling event in June, were delighted to hand
over a cheque for £10,000.
The Ball was held at the AJ Bell Stadium in Salford and provided 360 guests with a
night of entertainment along a 1920s Gatsby theme. Fundraising was conducted
through a fun ‘Heads and Tails’ competition, raﬄe and pre-event online silent
auction.
Miss Hincks, Headmistress of the Girls’ Division reflected: “The 2018 Bolton
School Ball was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone who attended. We are hugely
grateful to all those who have supported the event, and in particular the local
suppliers and School connections who have acted as sponsors and prize donors,
without whose generosity the fundraising success would not have been possible.”
Nissa Smyth, Chair of the Girls’ Division PA, and Helen Critchlow, the Boys’
Division Parent Governor, presented the money on behalf of both PAs to the
School’s Chair of Governors, Michael Griﬃths, at the end of the 2017-18 school
year.
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Lord
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Lord Leverhulme’s Legacy Remembered

B

oys’ Division pupils celebrated the birthdate
(19th September) of Lord Leverhulme, the School's benefactor, in
an assembly given by Headmaster Mr. Britton. Having, in recent
years, focused on Leverhulme’s palm oil plantations in Africa and
the repelling of his philanthropy in the Scottish Highlands, the
Head turned his attention to the soap magnate as a public figure.
He told how William Hesketh Lever, who had always been a great
admirer of Gladstone, became a Liberal MP for Wirral in 1906,
the constituency in which his soap works and model village at
Port Sunlight was sited. His opening address in Parliament was a
speech imploring the adoption of an old age pension, similar to
that which his own workers enjoyed and, it could be argued,
helped sow the seeds of the welfare state.
Jumping forward to 1913, the Head told how Sir William, as he
was now known, experienced a busy year. On 1st April, he
signed papers leading to the formation of Bolton School (Boys’
Division and Girls’ Division) and in the summer, whilst dining with
the King and Lord Derby, his Rivington bungalow was set on fire.
Whilst Bolton and Chorley fire brigades were informed, neither
attended and his home burnt to the ground. It has never been
proven who set the blaze, but it is widely accepted that it was

women’s suﬀragists; ironically, he was a supporter of this
movement – Bolton School itself was a physical manifestation of
his beliefs, but, as a very public figure, it was seen as a visible
act against the establishment.
In 1917, he became Baron Leverhulme, the "hulme" element of
his title being in honour of his wife’s family and also the High
Sheriﬀ of Lancashire. A year later, he became the Mayor of
Bolton – the only person to undertake this role as someone who
was not a local councillor – the council had wanted to reward
him for everything he had done for the borough and referred to
him as “a notable son of the town”. His benefaction to his native
Bolton included Hall i’ th’ Wood, Leverhulme Park and Lever
Park in Rivington. The council, in their wisdom, refused his oﬀer
in 1924 to invest in the fabric of Bolton by building a boulevard
from Queen’s Park to Deansgate, instead deciding to build a
small extension to the Town Hall!
The Head concluded his talk by telling the boys to take
inspiration from the philanthropist, describing him as: “a man of
great instinct and powerful vision with a passion for getting
things done.”
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School
receives
Platinum
Artsmark

School receives Platinum Artsmark

T

he Boys’ Division has received the Platinum Artsmark Award, confirming
that the School’s arts and cultural provision is of the highest possible standard.
The Artsmark assessment panel commented: “Your school has an excellent range
of oﬀer and this has deepened as you have developed inter-departmental
collaboration, digital creativity and pupil self-management, with Arts Award going
from strength to strength. You have extended your already excellent partnerships
with arts providers and have established links that will see you strongly influencing
provision for the arts beyond your setting. As this progresses over time, as you
showcase high quality teaching of the arts in your CPD oﬀer to other settings, as
pupils themselves become ambassadors for the arts and support CPD beyond
your setting, and as you build case studies that evidence the positive impact of the
arts on outcomes for young people, you will make a major contribution to the
advocacy of the arts in your region.
“Congratulations on your Artsmark Platinum Award!”
The School’s Director of Creative Learning and Partnerships, Miss Lord, said, “We
are very proud to receive this level of recognition for our work in School and with
the wider community. It represents our ongoing commitment to arts and cultural
education at a governing body level and to the provision of opportunities that
stretch our whole School setting.
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“Our pupils are oﬀered equal opportunity to influence, lead,

existing Director of Community Music Mr. Bleasdale, a Director of

experience and evaluate a broad range of high-quality arts and

Creative Learning and Partnerships, Miss Lord, and an Arts

cultural activities across a wide range of media. We enjoy strong

Award Co-ordinator, Miss Sherry, have been appointed. Governor,

partnerships with arts and cultural organisations and the long-

Helen Critchlow, is the dedicated caretaker of creative arts in

lasting positive impact of this collaboration is evident across

school. Amongst other projects, she has been involved with

School life. We are looking forward to establishing our position as

planning the upcoming Open Arts Exhibition, which will showcase

a regional and national opinion-former within arts education, as

artwork by current and former pupils, parents and staﬀ.

further progress to the leadership role we have established
locally.”

Alumni links are key for pupils interested in pursuing a creative
arts career. Old Boys frequently return not just to speak to pupils,

The Platinum Award has been achieved following two years of

but to oﬀer masterclasses and mentoring. Most recently, Ralf

development, which began with an assessment of the arts and

Little worked with drama students; boys have also worked with

cultural experiences already on oﬀer. This process revealed

Andy Paterson (film producer), Brian Appleyard (journalist and

interesting interdisciplinary opportunities and openings for

author), Barney Pilling (film producer), Mark Radcliﬀe

collaboration, which have, in turn, helped to enhance under-

(broadcaster) and Robin Partington (architect). In 2015, Sir Ian

represented areas.

McKellen returned to meet pupils, lecture in the Great Hall and

Provision has been refined: all Years 7 pupils are now invited to
design and fulfil individual creative projects through Bronze Arts
Awards over the course of Lower School, with the option to

ratify the School’s work as Stonewall Champions. Through
teachers and specialised careers days, boys are able to access
feedback from and ongoing contact with alumni.

progress to Silver and Gold. The school’s technicians and

External partnerships have developed exponentially since the

librarians, as well as teachers, are trained as Arts Award advisors

School first applied for the Artsmark, and the School is part of the

and support pupils with research skills and technical expertise.

Arts Council’s Local Cultural Education Partnership (LCEP)

Boys can weave together interests across diﬀerent strands of the

programme.

curriculum, echoing the School’s ethos of ‘education all round’.

Theatre in residence projects with RoughHouse Theatre

In response to the increased scope of arts and culture,

culminated in public verbatim theatre productions, presenting

Headmaster Mr. Britton created new roles: in addition to the pre-

community voices back to the community. In the first Artsmark
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year, this was related to opinions on race and justice. The second

Bolton School enjoys enduring relationships with Bolton Music

year was based on the Mass Observation project, which started

Service, Greater Manchester Music Hub, Dance Manchester,

in Bolton and the resulting production ‘Worktown: My Room, My

Bolton University, Skyblue Theatre Company, the Globe Theatre,

Bolton’ was performed as part of wider community partnership

Neo-Artist studios and multiple local primary and secondary

projects: the Bolton Station Community Gala and The Leverhulme

schools. New partnership work with Bolton FM, Bolton Film

Festival, a pupil-led takeover day at Port Sunlight. At both events,

Festival and the RNCM will oﬀer even more opportunities.

pupils also provided musical entertainment and art exhibitions.

Each area of the creative arts is well resourced: pupils use the
School’s multiple on-site theatre venues, studio spaces, screenprinting equipment, kiln, dark room, soundproof booth and
recording studio. Young musicians perform both in school and
beyond in local primary schools through the Community Music
Programme, at Bolton’s Victoria Hall and at Manchester’s
Bridgewater Hall. Further engagement with arts and culture is
provided through extensive regional, national and international
theatre, concert and gallery trips.
Artsmark is a standard mark reviewed every two years. On that
basis, planning is already under way to capitalise on the strong
foundations of the Platinum Award to inform education in local,

Work with the Octagon Theatre has grown to include visiting

regional and national contexts. To this end, the School is part of a

productions. The Arts Centre became a venue for the Octagon’s

regional digital arts initiative and the Royal Society of Arts (RSA)

Reveal festival: 600 primary school pupils attended ‘Penguins’, a

cultural learning working group, focused on reimagining the

show about family diversity commissioned by Birmingham

creative curriculum for the 21st century.

Repertory Theatre and Stonewall, and the School oﬀered related
drama CPD for primary colleagues.

The Platinum Artsmark attests that arts and cultural provision is
flourishing in the Boys’ Division, and there are still more creative
prospects lined up for the coming academic year and beyond.
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Year 9
Showjumper
amongst the
best in the UK

Year 9 Showjumper amongst the best in the UK

D

espite suﬀering a number of recent injuries, which included a double
fracture of his clavicle and ongoing back and shoulder complications, John OxleyHarrison, a Year 9 pupil, qualified individually for the Junior British Showjumping
Nationals, which took place and were televised at Stoneleigh in the Midlands over
the summer. The event is the highlight of the junior showjumping calendar and
John placed a very creditable 5th out of 267 competitors. He and his family were
delighted with his performance and that he was also selected to represent the
Junior Northern Team.
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IDNS are new
Rugby
Sponsors

IDNS are new Rugby Sponsors

B

olton-based IDNS are the new kit sponsors for Bolton School Rugby. The
leading ICT and audio-visual specialists, who have a long running relationship with
the School, have sponsored the 1st XV, 2nd XV and Under 15s’ shirts, as well as
new post-protectors and flags.
David Shuttleworth, Director at IDNS and former rugby player himself, said: “We
are delighted to sponsor the lads’ kit. We have been involved with the School for
many years, including supplying many of the pupils' iPads, equipping the Riley
Sixth Form Centre with audio-visual equipment and, a few years ago, we even
brought in a giant outdoors screen for a sponsored dance and video link-up with a
Maasai tribe in Tanzania! I’ve known Mr. Fernside, Mr. Jackson and Mr. Joseph for
many years during our time at Bolton Rugby Club and I am really pleased we can
help school rugby by sponsoring their kit. We wish them all the very best for the
season.”
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Bolton Children’s
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announced

Bolton Children’s Fiction Award 2019 Shortlist announced

T

he hotly-anticipated shortlist for the 2019 Bolton Children’s Fiction Award
has been revealed at a ceremony held at Bolton School. Head Librarian, Mrs.
Maria Howarth, announced the names of the six books shortlisted for the Award
over lunchtime to an audience of excited pupils.
Mrs. Howarth said: “A strong theme with the shortlist last year was empathy and
this continues with the shortlist for 2019. ‘I Have No Secrets’ by Penny Joelson is
a gripping thriller told by a severely disabled child, where not having a voice could
be a matter of life and death. ‘Kick’ by Mitch Johnson is set in Jakarta, where
children work long hours in sweatshops sewing the football boots their idols will
wear and dream of playing for a top club. ‘The Polar Bear Explorers’ Club’ by Alex
Bell is about a diverse group of children, who, when thrown together, discover that
their diﬀerences can be their strengths. ‘Twister’ by Juliette Forrest blends real life
diﬃculties of bullying and bereavement with magic, fantasy, friendship and
hope. ‘The Children of Castle Rock’ by Natasha Farrant has the ever-popular
setting of a boarding school; however, this is not a normal school and the
adventure they embark upon soon leads them into danger. In ‘Embassy of the
Dead’ by Will Mabbit, Jake’s life is pretty ordinary, but the lives (or should we say
deaths) of the characters he meets are definitely not. Threaded through this
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humorous and spooky story are deeper and certainly more

Last year, more than 700 children congregated at Bolton School

thought-provoking elements.

on the day of the Award Ceremony. All six shortlisted authors

“The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award is growing in popularity year
on year with new schools coming on board and children asking if
they can take part again. Last year’s books are still some of the
most issued in our libraries, with word of mouth and peer

spent the day in school, giving workshops, signing books and
talking to their fans ahead of the ceremony itself. The 2019
Awards Ceremony day promises to be just as exciting for fans of
the new shortlist.

recommendations keeping the profile high. We are constantly

The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award has been running since 2005

striving to engage pupils with books and reading, so it feels a

and has been organised by Bolton School’s librarians since 2015.

huge responsibility to select a list which will appeal to and be
enjoyed by as many pupils as possible.”
Over the coming months, primary and secondary school pupils in
Years 5 to 9 from across Bolton will read the books, take part in
related enrichment activities and post reviews on the Bolton
Children’s Fiction Award website. There is also the opportunity to
engage with the authors on social media and participating
schools can follow @BoltonSchoolLib and the
hashtag #BCFA2019 for regular updates. In May, voting will open
for all pupils who have read three or more of the shortlisted
books. The voting is only open to young people, not adults, which
puts the Award entirely in pupils’ hands.
The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award will culminate in an exciting
Award Ceremony on 27th June 2019, attended by representatives
from local schools.
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Coﬀee Mornings for Macmillan Cancer Support

T

eachers, staﬀ and parents across the Bolton School campus have taken
part in the ‘World’s Biggest Coﬀee Morning’ campaign for Macmillan Cancer
Support.
Parents from Hesketh House, the Junior Girls’ School, held a pre-school coﬀee
morning and staﬀ in Central Services held their own morning break event, with a
wide selection of cakes and biscuits being baked and contributed. Teaching staﬀ
in both the Boys’ and Girls’ Division Senior Schools also held their own events and
it is hoped that £500 will be raised across the School.
The World’s Biggest Coﬀee Morning is Macmillan’s biggest fundraising event for
people facing cancer. They ask people all over the UK to host their own Coﬀee
Mornings and donations on the day are made to Macmillan. Last year over £27
million was raised by Macmillan.
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Year 8 begin
Radio
Broadcasting

Year 8 begin Radio Broadcasting Project

P

upils in Year 8 have started work on an exciting radio broadcasting project
with Bolton FM. The project will see them work in groups to produce their own
radio programme to be broadcast live on air.
Keith Harris, Business Manager at the radio station, visited the School to introduce
pupils to Bolton FM, explaining that as a community radio station it relies on
volunteers.
He also told
pupils a little
about the
area and ager a n g e
c o v e re d b y
the station.
He then went
on to discuss
the kind of
skills the
boys would
need

to
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Since then, pupils have visited Bolton FM in town to work on
interview protocols, advertising techniques, music and editing
and studio recording. Three boys were lucky enough to join Jim
Bailey live on air to open the Drive Time show, during which they
talked about SPACE enrichment and presented the weather.
Boys are working on the project during their SPACE sessions:
once a fortnight, all Boys’ Division pupils are taken oﬀ their
normal timetable for a Monday afternoon dedicated to enrichment
activities.

successfully complete the project, or indeed to work in radio
production. This included teamwork and both verbal and nonverbal communication skills, but also literacy and maths to work
out the correct timings of each segment.
He asked pupils what segments might go into making a radio
show, from the host introducing themselves and ‘teasing’ the
content of the show onwards and talked about how long each
section should last.
Boys then split into groups to assign roles and start planning their
programme, which will be based on a role model.
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Boys raise £10,000 for Charity

T

en charities received £1,000 each as a result of this year’s summer charity
walk. Hit by moorland fires, 600 boys were precluded from completing their usual
route from Bolton School to Rivington Pike and back, but still undertook a healthy
stretch through Moss Bank Park and Bolton Old Links Golf Club, across Chorley
New Road to Regent Park Golf Centre before making their way to Queen's Park
and then back to school.
The boys then spent the summer collecting their sponsor money and were
delighted to hand over £1000 to each of a range of ten local and national charities:
Nightsafe Ltd, Back Up, Bolton Hospice, PAPYRUS, Muscular Dystrophy UK, Boot
Out Breast Cancer, Leukaemia Care, Lagan’s Foundation, Tim Parry Jonathan Ball
Peace Foundation and The Woodland Trust.
Student Luke James, the Head of the School’s Charity Committee, said: “We are
delighted to have raised so much money for such worthwhile causes. All the
charities have been chosen by the boys for a wide range of reasons and many of
them have supported people who are connected to Bolton School.”
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Careers Day
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Careers Day relating to the Environment

T

he Careers Department arranged a Careers Relating to the Environment Day
for pupils in Years 10 to 13 in both Divisions. This was an opportunity for anyone
interested to learn more about a wide range of careers, from Countryside
Management and Landscape Architecture to working as a Civil Servant in the
Department for the Environment Food and Rural Aﬀairs.
A number of the speakers were alumni of the school, who returned to share their
experiences with today’s pupils.
Amanda Halford (Old Girl, 1985-87) is Executive Vice President of Life Sciences
Division at EAG Laboratories and spoke about how science helps in protecting the
environment, and particularly how analytical chemistry and biology can allow us to
understand the impact of products on animals, plants, insects and waterways.
John Ingham (Old Boy, 1989-1996) is Principal Landscape Architect/Landscape
Restoration Manager for Hanson UK and gave a presentation about his work
managing and coordinating the design and implementation of quarry restoration
schemes across the UK, and also Landscape Architecture more generally. Pamela
Thompson (Old Girl, 1983-85) works for the Department for the Environment, Food
& Rural Aﬀairs (Defra) and was able to give an insight into Defra’s environmental
and sustainability agenda and the range of opportunities available working within a
government department, using her career as an example.
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and talked to pupils about the devastating impact of plastics,
including some easy ways they and their families can minimise
their plastic use. Paul Farrington, a Countryside Ranger, who has
25 years of experience, talked about ‘Peter Rabbit and Me’,
describing what it’s like to be a Ranger for the National Trust and
other organisations.
The day was a great way for pupils to find out more about these
varied and interesting careers, all of which can have an impact on
the environment in diﬀerent ways.

Alastair Banks, Director at Banks Engineering & Management Ltd.
and a Bolton School parent, was joined by Steve Barton,
Environmental Manager at Willmott Dixon, to discuss the impact
of engineering, surveying and construction on the environment
and what measures are taken to make them more environmentally
friendly. Katherine Harrison, Teaching Fellow at the University of
Manchester, gave a talk about why Earth and Environmental
Scientists matter, how they impact everyday lives, and the career
paths available.
Two of the guest speakers delivered their presentations to
children from the Junior Boys’ and Junior Girls’ Schools as well
as to older pupils. Val Stevens (Old Girl, Class of 1952) has
enjoyed 48 years of volunteering in the environmental movement
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Opportunity for Future Stars at Cowgills

T

he Cowgills' Future Stars programme has been launched
once again at Bolton School. Rob Lord, a partner at Cowgills,
and his colleagues Claire O’Gorman, Lisa Kershaw and Old Boy
Adam Flynn visited the School to speak to Year 12 about this
exciting opportunity.

Students hoping to take part in the work placement have only a
short window to apply for the scheme. Those shortlisted will also
attend an interview, mirroring the real recruitment process. The
two successful applicants will be announced as this year’s
‘Future Stars’ in mid-October.
Rob Lord commented, “We launched the Future Stars

Local accountancy firm Cowgills oﬀers two Bolton School

programme three years ago at Bolton School and have been very

students in Year 12 the chance to spend time in each of their

grateful for the help and support that we have received from the

departments. The placement runs over three to four weeks

careers team and teachers. We launched ‘Future Stars’ in order

during school holidays throughout the rest of the year. Tasks

to provide the successful students with a few weeks work

might include attending meetings, completing project work and

experience across all of our departments. The previous

shadowing senior managers, and students can gain experience

successful students have gained some fantastic exposure, which

of audit, tax, business recovery, wealth management, corporate

has allowed them to experience all aspects of our busy and

finance and support services such as marketing. Rob explained

entrepreneurial firm. We look forward to the upcoming interviews

that the placement can be tailored to suit someone’s interests or

and selecting our next Future Stars.”

potential career plans or can be general to give an overall insight
into the world of business and finance.
Old Boy, Adam Flynn, also spoke to pupils about his experience
as an apprentice at Cowgills during the launch event.
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Recent Leaver
presents at
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Recent Leaver presents at National Art Festival

S

tewart Knights, who left Bolton School in the summer and is now an
International Business Management student at Lancaster University, delivered an
assured and informative presentation on The Eden Project at the prestigious Art
Out Loud Festival held at Chatsworth House. It had been a witty and erudite
presentation a year earlier in the Whitworth Art Gallery in Manchester, which was
so well received that he was asked to perform at Chatsworth House. The talks,
which ran over the course of a weekend, featured an array of speakers spanning
the worlds of art, architecture and design and included Lubaina Himid, the Turner
Prize Winner. Stewart’s talk was part of the ‘ARTiculation: Inspired by Buildings’
category and focused on his favourite building, The Eden Project.
Mrs. Ryder, Coordinator of Sixth Form Art and Graphics, said: “Stewart’s
presentation was outstanding. His commentary on his favourite piece of
architecture was witty and informative, but most of all captivating. His use of Lynx
‘Africa’ to entice the audience into believing they are really there, amuses the
viewer every time. This was a superb chance to show the wider world of art that
Bolton School boys can speak at the highest level under pressure, whilst owning
the stage.”
ARTiculation was established twelve years ago and was originally conceived as a
tribute to the Art Historian Kenneth Clark, in honour of his commitment to the
study and promotion of the arts. The ARTiculation Prize has been designed to give
young people a forum in which they are able to express their ideas on art.
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